
Reston Raiders Minutes:  October 5, 2020 
 

I. Zoom meeting called to order at 7:00 p.m. 
II. Minutes from previous board meeting not yet approved. The minutes for both last 

month’s and this month will be approved in the next board meeting. 
III. New business (Kevin Burch) 

A. Covid-19 update:  No new Covid cases in the last month.  There have been a few 
instances where players were held from play due to them not feeling well, however they 
each tested negative for Covid, and were able to resume play.  Photos will be postponed 
until later in the season, pending improvement of Covid situation. Kevin Burch will work 
with both Alejandra, Don Hill, and Kurstin Roe photography to solidify an eventual date, 
or cancel photos altogether. 

B. Club admin position: Liza Faour named new club admin. 
IV.  Treasurer's Report (Jon Cooper):  The travel goalie/coaches discounts have been 
applied for everyone.  All refunds as necessary, have also been applied.  Summer coach’s 
game donations raised $8900.  $4500 went to the Cooper Shepard fund, $4475 to rink 
operations.  All travel players have paid, or are on payment plans.  Only down 3 players from 
last year (357 last year, 354 this year). This excludes House players.   18 families on payment 
plans, and 6 scholarships, tax returns completed, corporate annual filing will be going out soon. 
Gift cards for coaches not purchased yet, coming soon. Sibling discounts will be determined and 
applied soon.  
V.  Safety and Referee Program (Jeff Bladek):  There were 2 concussions over the 
weekend.  Those parents were given the appropriate information/return to play forms.  8U group 
app for King Devick is not working/ not age appropriate.  Working with Steve Wiley on finding 
something else that is more appropriate for this age group.  All baselines are completed except 
House.  House baselines will begin when House practices begin.  Discussion as to how 
concussed players  will be handled with regards to Fairfax Family Practice:  Need new Covid 
compliant logistics in place, the trainer name, as well as location for consultations.  Skatequest 
annex indicated as a possible location for the consultations. JB will look into this with Alejandra.  
John at Fairfax Fam Prac also indicated that it is possible to accommodate some players at their 
location in Fairfax.  
VI.  Travel and CBHL update (Dave Fishman):  Attended the CBHL meeting 2 weeks 
ago.  Forwarded to  the Board members and to the Coaches an email of important items from 
the meeting, with no questions so far.  The scoresheets have been delivered.  Rink 
requirements are on the PVAHA site. Not all rinks are posted yet, but updates are ongoing 
(including locker rooms, parent number limitations, etc.)   Playoff dates  have been set and 
looking for play-off ice.  Teams have been declared final.  U16 Silver is now in Upper A (from 
lower A) and CBHL has approved it.  Final declarations have not been circulated by the CBHL 
Scheduler, as he has not yet completed them.  Potential moves are still possible at some levels.   
2 player misconducts already.  Scheduling is still incomplete/unknown.  First  game possibility is 
Oct 30 as dictated by the PVAHA.  Maryland teams participation is still in question, with the 
possibility of them playing most of their games in VA.  Discussions are still ongoing as to what 



the protocol will be if a player, or even an entire team has Covid.  Dates to come on CBHL 
playoff bids and which divisions and leagues are finalized.   
VII.  CSC update (John Gary):  The House coach meeting was completed, and there are 5-
6 new coaches.  Discussion of the importance of  mid-season feedback from coaches as well as 
12U/14U conflict resolution through feedback.  Discussion of a potential conflict with a Mite 
parent, it was suggested to JG to put the issues in writing.  The need for a skating skills coach 
was discussed for the younger players (8U/10U).  Coach possibilities were Coach Shaylun or 
Wendy, with Coach Shaylun being the most likely available coach.  The need to also train the 
current team coaches to teach skating skills was also discussed.  Nets are in need of 
maintenance.  JG priced nets with Arizona Sports Equipment.  Mini nets are $190 each, skirts 
$25 each.  An alternative is to restring existing nets, and purchase skirts.  Once nets and/or 
skirts are ordered, Tom Petzold has volunteered to assemble a group of parents to 
restring/paint nets one Saturday in the Skatequest parking lot.  There was a motion to buy or 
restring new nets by D. Fishman, K. Burch said this was not necessary, though the possibility of 
restringing, repainting them was discussed.  Shooter tutors also suggested as a necessity. Gear 
for LTP needs to be ordered.  Per J Gary, sticks and goalie gear have already been purchased.  
There is $1800 left per J Cooper to do so.  Chin straps for coaches are frequently unbuckled, as 
well as some players.  Needs to be better enforced.  The tent routine outside Skatequest seems 
to be working better.  Helmet stickers and numbers are in the works, G. Job has created a 
spreadsheet to track it.    
VIII.  Hockey Development and CEP update (Pat Wildman):  Hosted meeting for 
House head and assistant coaches in September to review: Covid policies, including on and off-
ice requirements; discuss practice structure, planning and resources; and reiterate USAH 
Coaching Education Program requirements.  Additional resources to be shared with House 
head coaches, including sample drills and practice plans.   
IX. LTP and Girls program update (Mike Donovan):  There was a parent Zoom meeting 
last week and approximately 20 people were on.  Jerseys are not in, but are expected this 
week.  Sticks are in, but have not yet been distributed.  There are approximately 80 players split 
40/40.  Tent was cleared quickly from previous games with staging area in the lobby.  LTP 2 will 
begin this weekend (10/10/20) at Loudoun Ice Center, with groups TBA.  Darren Hersch has 
sent Loudoun Ice safety protocol to M. Donovan. 
X.  House update (Brendan Ford):  There was a parent meeting last week with over 100+ 
people on.  There is also a Youtube recording of it which the coaches have forwarded the link to 
parents that missed the meeting.  8U goalie gear: Don Hill is expected to be managing the gear, 
though it has not been confirmed.  Discussion of the need for quick change goalie gear 
prioritized for 8U teams only, as well as a sign in form for equipment.  Practice plans are 
needed, as well as more Coach instructions.  Discussion of a potential Zoom meeting to discuss 
practices with Coaches, practice plans/guidance, and a possible Livebarn monitoring of 
practices.  KB has access to Livebarn. 
XI. Registration update (Gayle Job):  All Travel rosters have been submitted and are 
approved. 9 assistant coaches that still need to complete their full credentials.   8U Silver and 
Black rosters still need to be completed.  Everyone is registered and paid. 



XII.  Club Operations (Kevin Burch): Goalie Clinic registrations for Loudoun Ice need to be 
completed (copy last season).  Need to see what the interest is in a House Skills clinic. KB will 
connect with G. Job regarding scheduling/registration.  Most likely will not be at max capacity for 
registration.  Scoresheets have been picked up, and will be placed in top drawer of cabinet for 
Team Managers. 
Meeting adjourned 8:25 p.m. 
 
 


